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S outh Africa celebrates 25 years 
of democracy this year. And as 
we entered the electioneering 
campaign period, several debates 

arose around just how well our democratic 
transition has faired in terms of ensuring 
tangible changes for all South African’s. 

So how well have we faired? 
We know there are areas that still need 

lots of work, the uncertainty around load 
shedding (read more on pages 10 and 12), 
for instance, needs critical intervention 
and we acknowledge that inclusive 
economic growth and access to a broader 
basket of good quality social, economic 
and cultural services remain elusive (read 
about SALGA’s intervention programmes 
on page 45). But at the coalface of local 
government we’ve seen some real success. 

In this issue we highlight how a 
progressive constitution has embedded 
human rights in the very fabric of 
government policies and interventions 
(read more on page 6), we showcase 
the industrial parks that have seen 
revitalisation (page 18), and we highlight 
the bulk water project in Giyani that will 
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ABOUT SALGA
The South African Local Government Association (SALGA) is an autonomous association 
of municipalities, with its mandate derived from the 1996 Constitution of the Republic 
of South Africa. This mandate defines SALGA as the voice and the officially recognised 
representative of 
local government. 

SALGA interfaces with Parliament, the National Council of Provinces (NCOP) and 
the Cabinet, as well as provincial legislatures. The association is a unitary body with a 
membership of 257 municipalities. Its national office is based in the City of Tshwane, with 
offices in all nine provinces. 

SALGA’s strength lies in the intellectual capital it has acquired through its people over the 
years, and in its values to be responsive, innovative, dynamic and excellent. 

SALGA’s mission of being consultative, informed, mandated, credible and accountable 
ensures that it remains relevant to its members and provides value, as it continuously strives 
to remain at the cutting edge of quality and sustainable services.

ensure residents have a safe and steady 
water supply. 

We also take a look at an intervention that 
could create upwards of 700 000 jobs — 
Operation Phakisa, which is governments 
entry into the oceans economy (read more 
on page 34). 

The work of SALGA at grassroots level is 
critical, and inputs made by the organisation 
to SONA this year highlights just how 
important that role is. 

On page 25 we summarise why SALGA 
believes a rethink of the local government 
� scus architecture is needed, and on page 
50 we share why the Municipal Systems Act 
blurs the lines of accountability and authority 
and needs to be amended. 

This past quarter has seen SALGA host a 
number of events, and we report back on the 
critical outcomes of these on page 40. 

We showcase the town of Mbombela on 
page 53 and encourage you all to get to know 
what makes your local towns tick. 

So as we prepare for a new national 
government and celebrate 25 years of 
democratic rule, take time to celebrate your 
towns pockets of success too.   ▪

AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATION

Published by Picasso Headline 
a Tiso Blackstar Group Business
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CERTIFICATION 
OF PLASTIC PIPES
There seems to be a lot of misconception 
about the certification of products generally, 
and plastic pipe in particular. When drawing up 
tender specifications, it is often unclear whether 
to stipulate SABS or SATAs certified pipes. 
According to Jan Venter, CEO of SAPPMA, 
however, they are both legally entitled to 
certify products and should, therefore, both be 
accepted in tender documents. 

“In the local plastic pipe industry at the 
moment, the two most prominent accreditation 
bodies are SABS (South African Bureau of 
Standards) and SATAS (South African Technical 
Auditing Service). Locally produced plastic pipes 
are manufactured in accordance with national 
standards, which generally are based on ISO 
standards. The custodian of these standards 
is the South African National Standards 
(SANS) authority, which is part of the SABS. 
It is important to note that certification of a 
manufacturer’s pipes and fittings can be done 
by any organisation accredited by SANAS 
(South African National Accreditation System). 
For this reason, we are aiming to educate 
municipalities that plastic pipes bearing either 
the SABS or SATAs logos are acceptable, as 
they are both accredited by SANAS,” 
Venter explains.

The purpose of SAPPMA is to create 
consumer confidence within the plastic pipe 
industry and to promote the production and use 
of high-quality plastic pipes and pipes systems 
that meet SANS or ISO quality standards. Only 
SAPPMA members are allowed to use the 
SAPPMA logo on their pipes as proof that their 
pipes have been independently sampled, tested 
and verified to meet these quality standards.

“In an effort to clearly differentiate SAPPMA 

members from non-members, we have recently 
decided to increase the intensity, and in some 
cases also the frequency, of factory audits. 
During these audits (which can either take place 
announced or unannounced), a SAPPMA quality 
inspector takes pipe samples that are sent away 
for independent testing. Tests include checking 
for recycled content, internal pressure test, 
stress crack resistance, Melt Flow Index (MFI) 
etc. It is one of the prerequisites of being 
a SAPPMA member to allow these factory visits 
and for independent testing to be done on their 
products,” Venter says. Only members who 
comply with and whose products meet the 
SANS or ISO standard are allowed to bear the 
SAPPMA mark or quality – alongside either the 
SABS or SATAS logos.

“We have established strong, longstanding 
relationships with the certification bodies 
who are increasingly supportive of our efforts. 
It would be impossible for us to do our job 
effectively without their valuable role in testing 
and certifying the products we send to them. 
We will be taking a closer look at the issues of 
quality, certification, planning and maintenance 
of pipelines during our annual PIPES XII 
Conference, which will be taking place later this 
year (27 and 28 August 2019) in Johannesburg, 
and encourage local municipalities to attend 
to equip themselves with the necessary 
knowledge to make well-informed, educated 
decisions about vitally important infrastructure,” 
Venter concludes.

For more information about SAPPMA, the PIPES XII 
conference,  or for general plastic pipe queries, please 
contact SAPPMA via email at admin@sappma.co.za or 
visit their website (www.sappma.co.za)
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POSTIVE ACTION
SALGA is now in the third year of its five-
year strategy and the strides we have made 
so far are visibly impactful. 

Perhaps the best evidence of the 
organisation’s commitment to contributing 
to functional and resilient municipalities is 
through the massive uptake of programmes 
like “Back to Basics” and the Municipal 
Audit Support Programme.

Further evidence can be found in 
SALGA’s involvement in a number of 
events over the past year. Among these is 
the Council of Mayors, which serves as a 
forum through which executive mayors and 
mayors of municipalities can consult one 
another on matters of common interest to 
improve governance and service delivery 
within local government. 

Furthermore, in partnership with the 
University of the Western Cape’s Dullah 
Omar Institute, SALGA also recently 
hosted the second Annual Research 
Colloquium. This brought together 
municipalities, academia, local government 
experts and key stakeholders in local 
government to create a platform to explore, 
debate, share ideas on practical, policy 
and evidence-based solutions to some of 

HOPE AND PROGRESS 
AMIDST THE GLOOM
SALGA continues to work tirelessly towards seeking solutions, influencing policy, 
and building strong, efficient municipalities, writes Xolile George, SALGA CEO

the stubborn challenges facing the South 
African local government sector.

In addition, the second Annual Local 
Government Labour Law Seminar was 
convened with a view to realising the goal of 
professionalising municipal administrations. 
This is aimed at creating an empowered 
and knowledgeable cadre of political 
and administrative leadership, as well as 
specialists and practitioners based on the 
triple operating model of learning, sharing 
and reflection. 

In observing Human Rights month, 
SALGA dedicated itself to ensuring that 
Madiba’s vision of human rights and dignity 
for all South Africans is realised. 

This culminated in Human Rights Day 
on March 21, when we honoured those 
who fought for our liberation and celebrated 
the many rights guaranteed under our 
Constitution.

In closing, as we prepare to take to
the polls in our sixth democratic election, 
we remain positive that, despite many 
challenges, the fundamentals underpinning 
our country remain clear and strong as 
we march towards the quarter century 
celebration of our country’s hard fought for 
democracy.  ▪

P ower generation, security of 
supply and delivery affects all 
South Africans and the news 
that NERSA has granted Eskom 

a 9.4% tariff hike for this year along with an 
increase of 8.1% for 2020, followed by 5.2% 
the following year, is concerning, particularly 
for already hard-pressed municipalities 
and citizens. On the other hand, however, 
President Ramaphosa’s announcement 
during his SONA that Eskom will soon be 
unbundled into three separate entities is to 
be welcomed, as it will help the organisation 
to isolate revenue and give governance 
requisite expertise to each separate entity.

While we remain concerned about the 
consequences of such actions, particularly 
in respect of possible loss of employment, 
we trust that all parties involved will work 
closely together to minimise the challenges 
and maximise the opportunities such an 
approach offers.

On the policy front, SALGA continues 
to play an important role in the inter-
governmental relations space, helping to 
constructively influence policy. Our most 
recent contribution has been to the Systems 
Amendment Bill. This bill seeks to amend 
the Local Government: Municipal Systems 
Act to build an efficient, effective and 
transparent local public administration that 
conforms to constitutional principles, and 
to strengthen the capacity of municipalities 
to perform their functions by setting 
uniform standards.

With this in mind, SALGA submitted
to the Portfolio Committee that 
micromanagement of municipal 
administration by political parties continues 
to be a threat to good governance in 
municipalities. We instead advocate for 
the adoption of key principles towards the 
professionalisation of local government and 
want bold steps to be taken to limit political 
interference in municipalities.IM
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SALGA CEO  
Xolile George

On the policy front, 
SALGA continues to 
play an important 
role in the inter-
governmental 
relations space, 
helping to 
constructively 
influence policy.
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PRAISE FOR SOUTH AFRICA’S
CONSTITUTION
The South African Constitution — which has been in e� ect for 22 years — is 
recognised internationally as one of the best, writes Mwangi Githahu

O ne of the most important 
features of the South African 
Constitution is its Bill of Rights, 
which is widely regarded as 

second to none. Since it was promulgated by 
President Nelson Mandela back in
1996, the highest law in the land has been 
said by many to be one “the world’s most 
progressive constitution.”

A vital component of constitutionalism is 
framing or limiting the power of the state. 
All South Africans were invited to contribute 
to the birth of the constitution-making 
process, and the end result broadly re� ected 
their wishes by ensuring that it granted 
all citizens the inalienable right to life, 
equality, human dignity and privacy while 
entrenching protection for those rights.

Speaking at a colloquium focusing on 
the South African constitution as an export 
model a couple of years ago, Prof Nico 
Steytler, the South African Research Chairs 
Initiative (SARChI) Chair in Multilevel 
Government Law and Policy at Dullah 
Omar Institute, said: “The adoption of 
the 1996 Constitution and its successful 
implementation in the subsequent two IM
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decades has been inspirational in the 
constitution-making process of a number of 
fragile countries, providing a model of how 
to deal with con� ict within a framework of 
constitutional democracy.”

Steytler added: “Limited government 
through an enforceable Bill of Rights, which 
includes, in particular, socioeconomic 
rights, an independent judiciary, democratic 
governance, and devolution of state power, 
are some of the key features that found 
traction in new constitutions. Perhaps 
the best example is the 2010 Kenyan 
Constitution that borrowed heavily from 
South Africa’s.”

Martin van Staden, author of The 
Constitution and the Rule of Law: An 
Introduction, wrote in the Rational Standard 
online last year, that internationally recognised 
jurists, such as America’s Cass R Sunstein, a 
legal scholar in the � eld of constitutional law, 
also consider South Africa’s constitution to be 
“the best in the world.”

CELEBRATING DIVERSITY
While the celebration of diversity in the 
South African Constitution is remarkable, 

it is by no means surprising if you consider 
that what some still call the Rainbow Nation 
came from a historical past where culture, 
language and heritage were used to sustain 
unfair discrimination, to fan con� ict and to 
ensure division.

In an interview last year, SALGA’s 
Favourite Khanya said:  “The nation’s 
heritage is a critical reservoir of different 
cultures, traditions and languages of South 
Africans.” He added: “It is a powerful tool 
that is relevant and useful to augment and 
reconcile a fragmented historical past and 
to promote unity in diversity and inclusive 
social cohesion of South Africans into a 
better future.”

The Rainbow Nation moniker captures 
the diversity of a country that has 11 of� cial 
languages and several different peoples
and cultures. 

According to The South African History 
Online website: “The Black population of 
South Africa is separated into four major 
ethnic groups: namely, the Nguni groups 
which consist of Zulu, Xhosa, Ndebele 
and Swazi peoples; the Sesotho-Setswana 
groups, the Shangaan-Tsonga groups and 
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the Venda groups. The majority of the 
white population is Afrikaans speaking, and 
the rest are mainly English speakers. That 
said, the multiethnic cities of Cape Town, 
Durban, Pretoria and Johannesburg have 
a large number of German, Portuguese, 
Italian and French speaking communities.”

The website adds that there are three 
million people designated as Coloureds, 
who have a mixed lineage, which often 
consists of indigenous Khoisan people. 
The country also has a sizeable Muslim 
community and South Africa’s Asian 
population is mostly Indian in origin and 
while largely English speaking, many 

members also speak Tamil, 
Hindi, Telegu, Gujarati or 

Urdu.

BASIC HUMAN 
RIGHTS
The Bill of Rights 
protects the rights 
of every South 
African, and it’s 

important that 
all South Africans 

know the most basic 

rights afforded to them. According to a list 
published by East Coast Radio, the basic 
human rights we should all be aware of (as it 
pertains to the Bill of Rights) are: 
• the right to equality
• the right to life
• the right to human dignity
• the right to freedom and security
• the right to freedom of expression
• the right to freedom of association
• the right to personal privacy
• the right to education
• the right to political freedom
• the right to citizenship
• the right to housing
• the right of children to parental care, 

shelter and food 

THE WORK OF THE SAHRC
Vital to the smooth running of the 
constitution, is the work of the South African 
Human Rights Commission (SAHRC). 
This is the national institution established 
to support constitutional democracy. It 
is committed to promoting respect for, 
observance of and protection of human 
rights for everyone without fear or favour.

In a recent interview on the issue of 

human rights, Lynn Erasmus, managing 
director of HWB Communications, said: 
“According to a report issued late last 
year by the South African Human Rights 
Commission, racism and infringements 
of socioeconomic rights were the most 
reported human rights violations in South 
Africa for the 2016/2017 year.”

In a media statement released on 
February 7 this year, the SAHRC 
together with SALGA formally recorded a 
collaborative agreement that will see both 
bodies strengthen a rights-based approach to 
the work and ethos of local government.

SALGA, which was created to lobby, 
advocate, protect, capacitate and 
professionalise the local government 
sphere, will work closely with the SAHRC 
to strengthen both policy frameworks and 
practice in respect of the observance of 
basic human rights. The bodies intend 
to give basic socioeconomic rights such 
as access to water and sanitation, and 
other cross-cutting rights such as public 
participation and access to information, a 
priority in their joint plan of action.

The combined SAHRC/SALGA effort 
is in recognition by both institutions of the 
need to co-operate and is in compliance 
with the United Nations Human Rights 
Council Resolution adopted on the 27th of 
September 2018. 

The resolution recognises the crucial role 
played by local government in providing the 
public with basic services that address local 
needs and priorities related to the realisation 
of human rights at the local level. The 
resolution further encourages collaboration 
between the sphere of local government 
and stakeholders, such as national human 
rights institutions to ensure the promotion 
and protection of human rights at the local 
level. The agreement is thus anchored on 
the belief that through collective action, 
the national development plan and the 
sustainable development goals to which 
South Africa has committed will become a 
living reality.

The SAHRC is optimistic that this 
collaboration will be a value-add to local 
government, reduce costly litigation and 
greatly bene� t communities, resulting 
in overall improvements in the quality 
of life and a rights-oriented, strong local 
government in line with the Constitution.  ▪

“The adoption of the 1996 Constitution 
and its successful implementation in 
the subsequent two decades has been 
inspirational in the constitution-making 
process of a number of fragile countries.” 
— Prof Nico Steytler

members also speak Tamil, 
Hindi, Telegu, Gujarati or 

Urdu.

BASIC HUMAN 

African, and it’s 
important that 

all South Africans 
know the most basic 

“The adoption of the 1996 Constitution 
and its successful implementation in 

Prof 
Nico 

Steytler

HUMAN RIGHTS 
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31 YEARS ON… Hosmed Medical Scheme 
continues to offer the best quality and 
affordable healthcare.

FOR ENQUIRIES, PHONE THE CALL CENTRE ON 0860 00 00 48 OR VISIT 
WWW.HOSMED.CO.ZA

We are proud that the overall weighted 
increase for 2019 was 2.7%, which remains 
the lowest in the industry!

About Hosmed
Our Vision: Care for Life 
Our Mission: To provide access to quality healthcare benefi ts 
tailored to optimise the wellbeing of members at a competitive rate
Our Culture: Sustained Excellence. Personalised Service.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR WELLNESS PROGRAMME, VISIT: 
WWW.HOSMED.CO.ZA 

Our member’s wellness is our priority
WELLNESS PROGRAMME

Pap smear

Mammogram

HPV Vaccination

Prostage Specifi c Antigen (PSA)

HIV Testing Benefi t

Female benefi ciaries over 18 years

Female benefi ciaries over 40 years

All benefi ciaries between 9 and 12 years

Male benefi ciaries over 40 years

Free HIV Test per benefi ciary per unnum

Cholesterol Test

Blood Suger Test

Blood Pressure Check

Flue Vaccination

Pneumococcal Vaccination

All benefi ciaries over 20 years

All benefi ciaries over 15 years

All benefi ciaries 
Reimbursement of Blood Pressure Monitors  on all Options

All benefi ciaries 

One free Pneumococcal Vaccination per 
benefi ciary over 65 years per unnum

Members qualify for the following additional benefi ts 
(only 1 per member per annum paid from risk)

Wellness testing provided at Employee Wellness Event 
will be claimed from this benefi t
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T he headlines since the lights 
went off in January have read like 
a soap opera, with jaw-dropping 
rate increases on the table and a 

presidential decree that the country’s power 
utility be unbundled. 

Energy is the backbone of South Africa’s 
economy and enables society to function at 
all levels. At the local government level, the 
intersection of power supply and municipal 
debt is a thorny issue. Moneyweb reported 
that municipalities owe Eskom R17-billion, 
implying that this debt is a major contributor 
to the sorry state of the organisation.

The top offending municipalities 
include Maluti-A-Phofung, Matjhabeng 
and Ngwathe in the Free State as well 
as eMalahleni, Govan Mbeki, Lekwa 
and Thaba Chweu in Mpumalanga and 
Emfuleni in Gauteng. The impasse between 
municipalities owing Eskom money came to 
a head in 2018 when the utility threatened 
to cut off supply to many of these sites.

The recent spate of load shedding is a rude reminder that the country’s power supply 
continues on its slippery path downhill. Puseletso Mompei investigates municipalities’ 
culpability in this regard

ARE WE ON THE BRINK OF 
TOTAL BLACKOUT? 

Despite the wide public perception that 
mismanagement is the main culprit driving 
up municipal debt, Jean de la Harpe, 
executive director: Municipal Infrastructure 
and Service at SALGA, points out that 
the issue is more complex than that, for 
instance, “many communities don’t have 
the economic base to sustain revenue 
collection and as a welfare state, it is the 
government’s responsibility to provide 
power to people”. According to Statistics 
South Africa, 22 per cent of households are 
classified as indigent.

CHALLENGES FOR MUNICIPALITIES
In 2001, South Africa adopted a policy 
intended for the provision of free basic 
services to poorer households. Under 
this policy, municipalities were tasked 
to identify indigent households that 
would receive services such as water 
and electricity for free or at substantially 
subsidised rates.

FAST FACT
On March 7 2019, NERSA approved 
electricity hikes of 9.41 per cent  
in 2019, 8.1 per cent in 2020, and 
5.22 per cent in 2021. Eskom had 
asked NERSA for tariff increases of 
15 per cent every year for the next 
three years.

South Africa’s 257 municipalities 
registered 3.51 million indigent 
households in 2017, that’s about one in 
every five of the country’s 16.2 million 
households.The provision of basic 
services to the poor remains a top priority 
for government. With over half of South 
Africa’s population poverty-stricken and 
the economy in recession in the first 
half of 2018, the indigent programme 
continues to be a vital lifeline for the 
22 per cent of households that would 
otherwise not have had access to  
basic services.

Jean de  
la Harpe

“Many communities don’t have the economic 
base to sustain revenue collection and 

as a welfare state, it is the government’s 
responsibility to provide power to people.” — 

Jean de la Harpe
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ARE WE ON THE BRINK OF 
TOTAL BLACKOUT? 

De la Harpe points to the culture of 
non-payment in some municipalities as 
another major challenge. She highlights 
the case of Soweto, which currently owes 
Eskom billions. There, many residents are 
simply not paying and have vehemently 
resisted the installation of prepaid meters. 
The township, which has more than a 
million residents, has only 80 000 split
prepayment meters. Where there 
have been disconnections, some 
residents make illegal re-connections. 
“Communities need to be sensitised 
to the fact that this practice is not 
sustainable,” contends de la Harpe.

The continued functionality of Eskom 
is uncontested, how to keep it a� oat, 
however, is an issue. In an attempt to 
improve its � nancial health, Eskom 
announced in January that it wants 
consumers to pay more for electricity to 
help lift it out of its debt spiral, proposing 
a hefty 15 per cent annual increase for 
three consecutive years.

In its submission to the National Energy 
Regulator of South Africa (NERSA) on 
the proposed increase, SALGA contended 
that higher prices would motivate more 
af� uent customers to leave the grid and 
use solar and other energy sources, while it 
would hit the most vulnerable, the working 
class and the unemployed. Additionally, 
a hike would lead to greater levels of 
non-payment. SALGA asserted that the 
result would be that municipalities will not 
be able to recover enough to pay Eskom 
and the same debt spiral will continue. 
Meanwhile, commercial customers will 
continue their investment in their own 
energy sources independent of municipal 
and Eskom supply.

The local government agency also 
pointed out that higher tariffs would push 
people into using more dangerous forms 
of energy, such as paraf� n, which has 
destroyed many townships and devastated 
many lives in recent � res. 

Other factors that SALGA has identi� ed 
as systemic and structural barriers to 
overcoming the debt problem include 
Eskom penalties on exceeding noti� ed 
maximum demand; Eskom’s interest rate 
of prime plus � ve per cent on overdue 
accounts; the interest that exceeds the 
principal debt; Eskom’s payment allocation 

policy whereby it allocates interest 
charged � rst before allocating to principal 
debt, which is the cause of increasing 
debt; Eskom’s refusal to sign a service 
delivery agreement with municipalities; 
and collection of surcharges for services 
rendered to Eskom customers. 

THE RESPONSE TO DEBT ISSUES
But where are the defaulting 
municipalities in resolving this crisis? 
Nhlanhla Ngidi, specialist: Electricity and 
Energy SALGA, says these municipalities 
are a key part of the Inter-ministerial Task 
Team on Electricity Reticulation where 
some work is currently taking place 
to deal with the escalating debt. The 
task team includes the departments of 
Cooperative Governance and Traditional 
Affairs, Energy, Public Enterprises, 
National Treasury, NERSA and others. 
It is comprised of different work streams 
focused on plans to respond to the 
debt issues. 

“The municipalities are hard at 
work striving to keep their boats a� oat 
considering the debt situation they are 
in and despite the many systemic and 
structural problems they face. These 
include having to deal with the transition 
in the energy industry where customers 
have more options than just their supply. 
They are trying to implement their 
turnaround strategies to improve credit 
control to their customers and also to 
maintain the current account of Eskom,” 
Ngidi explains.

Some of the tactics employed by 
the work streams so far include the 
installation of prepaid meters, deployment 
of independent revenue collectors for 
municipalities, a government campaign 
to encourage a culture of payment, 
management of municipalities defaulting 
in servicing their Eskom and Water 
Board accounts, executive authority of 
municipalities over electricity reticulation 
and distribution and development of a 
Service Delivery Agreement Framework.

Beyond all these challenges are bigger, 
more persistent dif� culties, which 
everyone including municipalities, 
Eskom and the entire distribution industry 
are facing. These include infrastructure 
maintenance backlogs and the competition 

posed by more affordable, ef� cient 
emerging technologies.

Ngidi is of the opinion that the � rst 
step that has been taken to unbundle 
Eskom, should be extended to the 
municipalities’ part of the value chain 
to ensure a sustainable electricity sector 
that can embrace the energy transition. 
“Some other possible solutions may be to 
consolidate some of the smaller electricity 
departments with the bigger ones to form 
much bigger and stronger municipal 
utilities. These may be able to withstand 
challenges and respond positively to the 
current industry transition.” 

With the ongoing instability and 
incidents of load shedding, many are 
wondering what a total Eskom shutdown 
would actually mean, which, Ngidi 
says, “if it does happen, it would be 
a catastrophe, not just for municipalities 
but for the economy of the country as 
a whole. Currently, Eskom has national 
controls that are closely looking after the 
integrity of the grid to ensure that such 
a thing never happens”.

The continued stability of South 
Africa’s power supply is crucial, as 
illustrated by the spotlight on it in the 
president’s State of the Nation Address, 
daily media reports and the work of 
various bodies like the Inter-Ministerial 
Task Team. Hopefully, all this attention 
will result in a turnaround.  ▪

“The municipalities 
are hard at work 
striving to keep 
their boats afl oat 
considering the 
debt situation they 
are in.”— Nhlanhla 
Ngidi

Nhlanhla Ngidi
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Mwangi Githahu reports on what President 
Ramaphosa’s ”full vertical unbundling” 
of Eskom means for South Africans
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Mwangi GithahuMwangi Githahu reports on what President 
Ramaphosa’s ”full vertical unbundling” 
of Eskom means for South Africans

S ince President Cyril Ramaphosa’s 
State of the Nation Address 
(SONA) in February this year, a 
new phrase “vertical unbundling” 

has entered South Africa’s vocabulary in 
matters related to the country’s electricity 
public utility, Eskom.

Eskom supplies up to 95 per cent of 
the country’s electricity and has been 
battling to service the interest on its 
R419-billion debt out of its generated 
revenues. According to both the Treasury 
and credit rating agencies, the power 
utility’s debt is the single biggest threat to 
the South African economy.

Unveiling a new plan for the troubled 
state-owned enterprise (SOE) in his 
SONA speech, the president introduced 
the phrase “vertical unbundling”, 

explaining that unbundling would 
involve splitting the company into three 
constituent businesses — generation, 
transmission and distribution — each 
with their own boards and executive 
structures. This is as opposed to the way 
Eskom currently operates, where it owns 
and manages its entire supply chain in 
one unit. Splitting into three separate 
divisions will allow for each to specialise 
in a single function.

President Ramaphosa explained that the 
unbundled entities would be entrenched 
under an umbrella body to be known as 
Eskom Holdings.

While the president’s statement painted 
the picture in broad brush strokes, it 
was left to the Treasury to add detail 
to the plan. This task was handled just 

under two weeks later on February 20 
by Finance Minister Tito Mboweni who 
addressed the issue in his budget speech 
when he tackled the matter of “� nancially 
challenged” SOEs such as SAA, SABC, 
Denel and Eskom, saying they posed a 
“very serious risk to the � scal framework”.

Minister Mboweni posed: “Isn’t it about 
time the country asks the question: do 
we still need these enterprises? If we 
do, can we manage them better? If we 
don’t need them, what should we do?” 
He then repeated his statement from 
his October 2018 Medium Term Budget 
Policy Statement (MTBPS) when he said 
the government would have “no holy cows” 
when it came to SOEs.

The minister explained that the core 
of the vertical unbundling plan would 

SERVICE DELIVERY, 
ESKOM AND THE
ELECTRICITY
DEBACLE
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entail the “subdivision of Eskom into three 
independent components, which sets the 
electricity market on a new trajectory and 
allows for more competition, transparency 
and a focused funding model.”

While comparing pouring money 
directly into Eskom to “pouring water into 
a sieve,” Minister Mboweni insisted that 
the government would not be taking on 
Eskom’s debt, but would set aside the sum 
of “R23-billion a year to � nancially support 
Eskom during its recon� guration”.

HOW IT IMPACTS CITIZENS
Asked how the president’s announcement 
with regard to the “full vertical unbundling 
of Eskom” would affect the ordinary 
citizen in our municipalities, sustainable 
development specialist and University of 

Cape Town (UCT) Research Associate, 
Lauren Hermanus, said:

 “In the short-term, the impact will be 
largely out of sight of most people. It [the 
unbundling] will be a technical exercise 
to create an Eskom subsidiary that will 
manage the national transmission grid and 
to migrate assets from Eskom Holdings to 
this entity.

 “In the short- to medium-term [within 
the next � ve years],” Hermanus added, 
“Eskom's dire � nancial position will mean 
increasing electricity tariffs and a strain 
on the national � scus to foot the bill of 
another bailout (R69-billion over three 
years). While the process of unbundling 
will cost money, it’s anticipated that this is 
going to cost less than allowing Eskom to 
keep operating as it is, with escalating   

Lauren 
Hermanus

“While the process 
of unbundling will 

cost money, it is 
anticipated that this 
is going to cost less 

than allowing Eskom 
to keep operating as 
it is, with escalating 

debt, cost of debt, 
and ballooning 

energy costs, which 
are being passed on 

to consumers.” — 
Lauren Hermanus
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“We welcome the acknowledgement that bold decisions and 
decisive actions are needed to secure energy supply and the need 

for a new business model for Eskom to ensure affordable and 
cleaner [power] generation.” — Councillor Thembi Nkadimeng
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debt, cost of debt, and ballooning energy 
costs, which are being passed on to 
consumers,” she said.

When asked to explain in layman’s 
terms exactly what the vertical unbundling 
of Eskom means, Hermanus said it 
is “the separation of generation (coal 
and renewable power stations in SA), 
transmission, distribution and sometimes 
retail functions (60 per cent Eskom) into 
separate entities that can be state- or 
privately-owned”.

WHAT IT MEANS FOR 
MUNCIPALITIES
At a public discussion on the Eskom 
crisis at the end of January, shortly 
before the SONA, Ngidi had spoken at 
a discussion hosted by the University of 
Cape Town’s Graduate School of Business 
in conjunction with Power Futures 
South Africa — a platform for inclusive, 
evidence-based discourse for a just and 
transformed South African energy sector. 
Hermanus is a co-founder of Power 
Futures South Africa.

During the discussion, Ngidi, 
whose job involves him in 
playing a pivotal role in the 
industry where he advocates 
for the transition of the 
current business models for 
electricity and energy in the 
municipal space, said the drive 
to turn around Eskom would 
affect municipalities.

He said: “We have to look at 
the design of municipalities as well. 
They [some municipalities] are failing by 
design.” He, however, agreed that breaking 
up Eskom could turn around the utility, 
but more needed to be done to create 
competition in the energy sector.

Meanwhile, speaking in the period 
between the SONA and the budget, 
SALGA deputy president Councillor 
Thembi Nkadimeng said: “There are a 
large number of unviable municipalities 
due to structural policy and systemic 

problems.” Nkadimeng, who was giving 
the official local government response to 
SONA 2019, added that “these problems 
continue to weaken local government” 
and said that this made it difficult for 
municipalities to honour their obligations.

She explained that this situation had 
now manifested itself in “the impasse 
between our member municipalities 
and Eskom on outstanding debt owed 
— against the backdrop of similarly 

high debts owed to municipalities”. 
Nkadimeng pointed out that 

“most municipalities affected 
by these ballooning debts 
and affordability repayment 
weaknesses, are the so-called 
unviable municipalities”. 

She said this meant that 
“without a structural fiscal 

response to review funding of 
municipalities, and without reviewing 

systemic problems such as high interest on 
debts, excessive punitive measures, Eskom 
credit control policies and unreconciled 
municipal credit policies collection cycles, 
the problem will persist”. 

She added: “We welcome the 
acknowledgement that bold decisions 
and decisive actions are needed to secure 
energy supply and the need for a new
business model for Eskom to ensure 
affordable and cleaner power generation.”

Nkadimeng said that SALGA generally 
supports the decision to restructure Eskom 
and hoped that doing so would garner “a 

response to the mammoth task to resolve 
and provide sustainable solutions on some of 
the most difficult and stubborn challenges in 
the electricity and energy industry”.

In January this year, Eskom’s CEO 
Phakamani Hadebe said that non-payment 
of electricity by municipalities had made 
the company’s financial position worse. 

Responding to the question of what the 
practical options for both parties to resolve 
this debt problem are, Hermanus, who 
assisted SALGA in preparing its response 
to the 2018 Integrated Resource Plan, 
said: “Municipal debt is a challenge, but 
certainly not the only or main challenge 
facing Eskom.” 

She further explained saying: 
“Municipalities and their resident 
households and consumers are often 
legitimately struggling to keep pace with 
Eskom's escalating tariffs, but the problem 
is not easily disentangled.” 

In her expert view, Hermanus suggested 
“like Eskom, municipalities are needing to 
rethink their distribution business model, 
as well as their broader plan for fiscal 
sustainability, to better manage costs and 
service delivery for all income groups.

“From Eskom's side, there are some 
questions about how Eskom manages 
municipal debt, as well as internal 
mismanagement and corruption that has 
led to spiralling costs, which it cannot 
expect municipalities and their businesses 
and households to absorb, with no end  
in sight.”  ▪

Thembi 
Nkadimeng

Phakamani 
Hadebe
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P resident Cyril Ramaphosa made 
the revitalisation of industrial 
parks in townships one of 10 key 
points in his State of the Nation 

Address (SONA).
The president said the government was 

revamping industrial parks in townships 
and rural areas. “We have so far completed 
the revitalisation of 10 out of 16 identi� ed 
industrial parks, in places such as 
Botshabelo, Phuthaditjhaba, Garankuwa, 
Isithebe, Komani and Seshego.

“The revitalisation process will 
ensure that the upgraded parks appeal 
to private investors, provide a conducive 
environment and attract investments that 
will create jobs and assist in promoting 
economic transformation.”

The rehabilitation is being carried out 
under the auspices of the Department of 
Trade and Industry (dti), which is applying 
a holistic approach. This is to ensure that 
enterprises based in the industrial parks 
participate meaningfully in the mainstream 
economy to achieve the objectives of the 
national development plan (NDP) and 
industrial policy development plan for the 
host regions, townships and rural areas.

In September 2016, the dti made a 
presentation to parliament’s Portfolio 
Committee on Trade and Industry. In the 
presentation, the department explained the 
structured programme for the revitalisation 
of industrial parks located in the old 
industrial areas across the country.

According to the dti, the programme 
identi� ed the � rst 10 state-owned industrial 
parks to be revamped and focused on 
both the physical infrastructure and other 
support requirements.

The objectives of the programme 
included the acceleration of economic 
development in the lagging regions by 
attracting business investments to locate 
there. This would eventually lead to the 
development of sustainable industrial 
clusters on the back of the old industrial 
assets in those regions.

It was also intended that the parks 
be modernised with upgraded security 
features to ensure a safe and secure working 
environment for the � rms and their clients, 
and as such the � rst phase of the revitalisation 
included security infrastructure upgrades, 
fencing, street lighting and critical electricity 
requirements at a cost of R24-million.

REVAMPING 
INDUSTRIAL 
PARKS
Mwangi Githahu looks 
at the refurbishment of 
the Botshabelo industrial 
park in the Free State 
and the benefi ts for 
residents
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REVAMPING 
INDUSTRIAL 
PARKS

ECONOMIC GROWTH 
AND EMPLOYMENT 
The town of Botshabelo, located in 
QwaQwa, over 60km outside the Free 
State capital, Bloemfontein, is one of the 
industrial parks countrywide that have 
undergone revitalisation to stimulate 
economic growth.

According to Premier Sisi Ntombela of 
the Free State Province in her February 
2019 state of the province address “with 
144 factories, the Botshabelo Industrial 
Park employs 8725 full-time and 800 
part-time workers”.

Ntombela said: “The biggest 
employer is Supreme Poultry with 
1 100 employees followed by Cherry 
Moss Trade with 402 employees and 
Caldeira Asset Trust Group with 
354 employees. When operational, these 
industrial parks will serve as economic 
hubs producing different products such
as textile, plastic, electrical goods, and 
food products.

“The revitalisation programme has 
created a sense of security, which has 
led to an increase of about � ve per cent 
in the number of tenants. Employment 
has also increased with an extra 350 jobs 
created in Botshabelo Industrial Park.” 

According to documents from the dti, 
the key tenants of the industrial park 
include: Cherry Moss Trade and Invest, 
which manufactures paraf� n stoves and 
hot plates; L&K Poly Plastic Products; 
Manhood Clothing, which supplies 
chain stores such as Woolworths and 
Edgars; and the Kings Comfort 
Mattresses that distribute to their own 
chain of stores as well as to the Dial-a-
Bed chain.

Among the bene� ts realised from the 
“revitalisation programme” in Botshabelo 
Industrial park are attracting new business 
from investors such as ZZ Knitting (Pty), 
which created 62 new jobs, a pledge of 
investment, totalling R900 000, from 
Blue Maize and the potential to create 
100 jobs as well as a potential investment 
from Mzi and Maxwell Enterprises worth 
R2-million and the creation of 35 jobs.

In the long-term, the dti’s hope is that 
the “revitalisation programme” will create 
sustainability through key infrastructure 
and services and the cohesive in� uence of 
clusters and incentives for tenants.  

“The 
revitalisation 
process will 

ensure that the 
upgraded parks 

appeal to private 
investors, 

provide 
a conducive 

environment 
and attract 

investments that 
will create 

jobs and assist 
in promoting 

economic 
 transformation.” 

— President 
Cyril Rampaphosa

Ekandustria
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE INDUSTRIAL PARK REVITALISATION PROGRAMME

Vulindlela Heights
Managed by the Eastern Cape Development 
Corporation, this industrial park is set in 
Mthatha, the capital of the OR Tambo 
District municipality.

Among the key tenants of the industrial 
park are Sun Cash and Carry, a retail business 
for electrical and household products; 
Kansai Plascon (Pty) Ltd, which makes paints 
and the South African Fine Wines Ale and 
Spirits Warehouse, which holds various 
liquor products.

Babelegi
Located in Hammanskraal, Tshwane and 
run by the North West Development Agency, 
(NWDA), the Babelegi Industrial Park is 
home to, among other industries, one of 
six Nestle factories nationwide. This Nestle 
factory produces non-dairy creamers, cereals 
and food. Also at home in Babelegi is the 
Modular Mast company, major supplier of 
masts and towers in Southern Africa.

Ga-Rankuwa
Ga-Rankuwa is a township located about 
37km north of Pretoria. Today it falls within 
Gauteng province, but it used to be under 
North West Province, as it belonged to the 
then homeland of Bophuthatswana during the 
apartheid era.

The dti has injected millions into Ga-
Rankuwa to stimulate job creation, industrial 
development and economic growth. These
e� orts to promote industrialisation, 
manufacturing and job creation have attracted 
companies such as Universal Paper & Plastics, 
which produces quality printed serviettes, 
toilet tissue, roller towels and paper hankies 
that are sold countrywide.

Ekandustria
Under the management of the Mpumalanga 
Economic Growth Agency (MEGA) the 
Ekandustria Industrial Park in Mpumalanga 
was originally established to provide an 
economic base for the KwaNdebele homeland. 

Today it is a catalyst for broader economic 
and industrial development in the area.  One 
the industries based there is Tholulwazi 
Information Technology Training and 
Business Studies, a training service provider 
in IT. 

Nkowankowa
In February 2017, the dti pledged to spend 
R40-million on the fi rst phase of the revamp 
of the industrial park in Nkowankowa, which 
is managed by the Limpopo Economic 
Development Agency (LEDA). Among the 
industries based there is the global food 
company, Peppadew International, which 
processes, distributes and exports sweet 
piquanté peppers.  ▪

Phuthaditjhaba
Phuthaditjhaba Industrial Park in the eastern 
part of the Free State Province is one of 
the  industrial parks selected for revitalisation 
by the Department of Trade and Industry (dti).

The biggest employer here is SA Clothing. 
This company employs 1 300 people, of which 
90 per cent are women. Another well-known 
fi rm here is Sasko Pioneer Foods, which 
employs 220 people — mainly women and 
youth. There is also Bibi Cash and Carry, which 
employs 800 people, of which 90 per cent 
are women. 

Overall, 8 744 jobs have been created in 
Phuthaditjhaba Industrial Park as part of the 
revamp process. 

Seshego
Seshego township lies directly northwest 
of the city of Polokwane and is located in 
the Polokwane Local Municipality of the 
Capricorn District Municipality of the 
Limpopo province. 

The township’s industrial park is managed by 
the Limpopo Economic Development Agency 
(LEDA). It is home to 72 industries which 
include manufacturing, agro-processing, 
services and storage enterprises among others. 

The Seshego Industrial Park has been 
instrumental in creating about 1 550 jobs in the 
large industries and 240 in the small industries 
that operate in the industrial park.

Isithebe
The Isithebe Industrial Park is located in 
Mandeni, KwaZulu-Natal, about two hours 
north of Durban by road. 

Some of the key tenants of the industrial 
park include Whirlpool South Africa, a 
manufacturing hub of fridges and freezers, 
which has since 2018 added the manufacture 
of twin tub washing machines to their 
portfolio; Nampak, which among other things 
manufactures the unique Conipak carton as 
well as a wide range of Pure-Pak cartons under 
licence from Elopak of Norway; and minerals 
processing equipment specialist, Metso 
Minerals.

Queen Dustria
Queen Dustria Industrial Park is located in 
Komani, formerly Queenstown. Komani is in 
the centre of the Eastern Cape, midway between 
the towns of Cathcart and Sterkstroom and is 
the commercial, administrative and educational 
centre of the surrounding farming district.

This industrial park, which is run by the Chris 
Hani Development Agency, is home to, among 
other industries, the Crickley Dairy, which is 
in e� ect an 8000 sq metre, high-tech factory 
that supplies a variety of farm-fresh, local dairy 
products. It is also home to one of South African 
Breweries’ (SAB) 42 depots, and another depot 
owned by southern Africa’s leading supplier of 
cement, PPC.

Phuthaditjhaba

Seshego

Isithebe

Queen Dustria

Vulindlela 
Heights

Babelegi

Ekandustria
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#WorldWaterDay
CRISIS-PROOFING WATER 
PRESERVATION A SA PRIORITY

World Water Day took place on 22 March and once again placed issues linked 
to global water security and promoting sustainable practice for fresh water 
resources’ management fi rmly in the spotlight

R esearch shows that 2.1 billion 
people live without safe water at 
home. This year’s World Water 
Day theme, “Leaving no one 

behind” aptly revisits access to water as a 
critical human right and places emphasis 
on previously marginalised groups’ access 
to safe water and water services.

In South Africa, while at least 21 million 
people have bene� tted from a basic supply 
of water since 1994 there are still vast 
areas outside of major cities or towns that 
are under-developed and have limited 
access to safe water and formal water 
services. In fact, the All Town Studies of 
905 towns — which excluded metros and 
large cities — found that 28 per cent have 
inadequate water resources.

 Karen King, senior associate, WSP, 
Environment & Energy, Africa, says: “Although 
government has committed to prioritise IM
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water projects and infrastructure in the 2019 
Budget, challenges to expanding water service 
infrastructure are further compounded by 
nuances and complexities in � nancial and 
environmental planning to meet the needs 
of rapid population growth, urbanisation and 
industrialisation across the country.”

While South Africa has some of the most 
sophisticated water infrastructure networks 
on the continent, there are still several rural 
areas or areas on the outskirts of major 
cities or towns that don’t have access to 
water services. Added to this, much of the 
existing infrastructure was established over 
a number of decades ago and — whether 
due to availability of funding or capacity 
— it hasn’t been maintained to standards 
that would ensure maximum ef� ciencies. 
As things stand, demand for water services 
is outstripping the pace of infrastructure 
maintenance and development — and 

its reported that up to 35 per cent of the 
country’s safe drinking water is lost due to 
leakages in the infrastructure networks and 
at properties.

“Adding to the pressures, South Africa 
generally receives a little more 
than half of the world’s 
average rainfall per 
year, however, among 
warmer temperatures 
and extreme 
weather conditions, 
there have also 
been sporadic 
seasonal changes 
to rainfall patterns 
across the country,” 
says King. “Collectively, 
this has resulted in less 
rainfall where we really need it 
to replenish our dams and 

generally receives a little more 
than half of the world’s 

says King. “Collectively, 
this has resulted in less 
rainfall where we really need it 
to replenish our dams and 

Karen 
King
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ground water resources. So, while we 
can’t control the weather, without serious 
intervention to improve how we measure, 
monitor, management and even restrict use 
of available water resources, the situation 
will only worsen.”

Current projections forecast that 
without serious intervention we could 
face a 17 per cent gap between supply 
and demand by 2030. This will have a 
signi� cant in� uence on the country’s 
future economic and social sustainability.

Riaan Graham, sales director for Ruckus 
Networks, sub-Saharan Africa, agrees and 
alludes to a quote from Thomas Fuller: 

“We never know the worth of water ‘til the 
well runs dry.”

“Much like the energy crisis that 
nearly collapsed the economy in 2014, 
similar consequences may occur should 
government not act immediately with the 
country’s water crisis. If we just look at the 
water crisis and restrictions the Western 
Cape has been faced with it blankly 
demonstrates that water is not a renewable 
resource, but rather one that needs to be 
safeguarded,” says Graham. 

He suggests that there is a myriad 
of alternative solutions that need to be 
considered, including the use of technology 

to better manage the 
situation and put 
preventative measures 
in place to ensure 
other regions don’t fall 
into the same pattern. 

“In fact, technology 
such as IoT can be a part 

of the solution — they are 
readily available and enabled 

through Wi-Fi — where they can be 
used to apply water management systems, 
including monitoring use, pinpointing leaks 
and curbing excessive use, for example. 
Additionally, sensor technology can go a 
long way in embracing intelligent irrigation 
and usage to connecting and optimising to 
conserve. These in effect are solutions that 
are currently available and much needed 
countrywide to ensure responsible usage 
and towards zero wastage — a concept very 
much in line with smart cities’ thinking and 
one we should be moving towards.

“There is no instant quick � x — but 
what does need to change, and change 
quickly, is acceptance of change. 
We cannot continue to overlook the 
importance of water and the role it has 
to play in continued development and 
thereby assisting to eradicate poverty in 
South Africa. Water is life. We, therefore, 
need to be implementing solutions and 
utilising the infrastructure we have (such 
as Wi-Fi) that promote the sustainable 
management of this scarce resource as 
water is key to our future prosperity. Only 
by acting together can we achieve a water-
wise country,” says Graham.

“Succeeding in water conservation and 
management will take input from society, 
the private sector and the public sector, 
alike, as water is only growing as a key risk 
area within South Africa — driven both by 
local development issues and well increased 
rapid investment and development growth 
across certain regions. And though we are 
seeing market acceptance that climate 
change is increasing unpredictably and a 
willingness to look at sustainability risks 
more broadly — including water — more 
consideration must be given to how we 
preserve water resources today and for 
future generations. We must prepare today 
for how we manage water in the future,” 
concludes King.  ▪

“Although government has committed to 
prioritise water projects and infrastructure 
in the 2019 Budget, challenges to expanding 
water service infrastructure are further 
compounded by nuances and complexities 
in fi nancial and environmental planning to 
meet the needs of rapid population growth, 
urbanisation and industrialisation across 
the country.” – Karen King

to better manage the 
situation and put 

into the same pattern. 
“In fact, technology 

such as IoT can be a part 
of the solution — they are 

readily available and enabled 
through Wi-Fi — where they can be 

used to apply water management systems, 
including monitoring use, pinpointing leaks 
and curbing excessive use, for example. 

Riaan 
Graham
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Gugile 
Nkwinti 

GIYANI 
WATER SUPPLY 

BACK ON 
TRACK

Government intervenes to ensure the Giyani Bulk 
Water Project goes ahead, reports Dale Hes

T he Greater Giyani Municipality 
in Limpopo has been severely 
affected by the country’s drought 
conditions. With many residents 

not having access to clean drinking water, 
the Giyani Bulk Water Project was identi� ed 
as crucial for securing water supply to 55 
villages in the region. 

In the grip of the drought, water supplies 
in the Giyani region have been running 
dangerously low. The water level of the 
municipality’s main supply dam, the Middel-
Letaba Dam, currently stands at 8.3 per cent.

The crucial R3.5-billion Giyani 
Bulk Water Project stalled in 2018 as 
relationships between the Department 
of Water and Sanitation (DWS) and 
the contractor broke down. A series of 
interventions took place in the municipality 
with the DWS acting quickly to get the 
project back on track. 

DWS spokesperson Sputnik Ratau said 
that the DWS stepped in when the initial 
contractor was terminated. 

“An internal contractor, the DWS 
Construction Unit, was appointed to 
complete the remaining scope of the 
project to ensure ultimate functionality of 
the system. The contractor has established 
a site and recently completed activity 
planning and costing on the remaining 
works,” Ratau explained.

The aim of the project is to have a 
complete bulk water distribution system 
supplying the area’s 55 villages. The scope IM
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of the work includes the repair of 148 
boreholes and the construction of 
eight pipelines.

“The project intends 
augmenting the water 
supply in Giyani through 
the development of 
groundwater sources and 
the replacement of old 
infrastructure (pipelines) 
to curb water losses,” 
said Ratau. 

It is anticipated that the 
project will be completed by 
August 2020. Ratau said that three 
pipelines would be commissioned 
by the end of September this year. 

“Communities currently partially 
bene� tting from the temporarily 
connected system will bene� t fully on the 
project’s completion.” 

In February, DWS Minister Gugile 
Nkwinti also of� cially launched the Giyani 
Water and Sanitation Advisory Committee 
to accelerate the project. The committee 
includes the Giyani Business Forum, the 
Giyani Water Forum, traditional leaders and 
community youth representatives. 

“The department understands that 
the people of Giyani have been patiently 
waiting for water for far too long, and we 
promise to make sure that this project is 
complete and that people are able to draw 
water from all those boreholes that have 
been drilled,” said Nkwinti.

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
Giyani residents have voiced their relief that 
the project is now back on track. Patrick 
Mavhungu, a lifelong resident of Giyani, 
said that he hoped that regular water 
shortages would soon be a thing of the past. 

“We have suffered a lot because often 
we have arrived to collect water and we 
� nd that there is nothing available. We 
were angry to hear that the project had 
been cancelled because we were hoping it 
would help us. But now I am happy that it 

August 2020. Ratau said that three 
pipelines would be commissioned 
by the end of September this year. 

“Communities currently partially 
bene� tting from the temporarily 

Sputnik 
Ratau
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is going on again. We need this issue 
to be solved because many people 
are struggling.”

Witness Tiva, spokesperson for the 
Mopani District Municipality, which 
oversees water provision, said that 
the municipality was eagerly awaiting 
completion of the project in order to start 
securing water supply. 

“What we want to see at the end of the 
day is for that project to be completed and 
handed over to us so that we can start to 
supply water to our communities.”

In his State of the Nation Address in 
February, President Cyril Ramaphosa said 
that government is urgently prioritising 
water supply in the country. 

“As a water-scarce country, we are 
confronting water crises in many parts 
of the country. We are developing a 
comprehensive integrated national 
plan that addresses water shortages, 
ageing infrastructure and poor project 
implementation.”  ▪

“The project intends augmenting the water 
supply in Giyani through the development 

of groundwater sources and the replacement 
of old infrastructure (pipelines) to curb 

water losses.” — Sputnik Ratau

WATER
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TIME FOR 
POLICY 
CHANGES

SALGA has called for a fundamental rethink of the  
overall local government fiscal architecture to ensure  

that municipalities are adequately resourced  
and able to function effectively

what the system will focus on and how it 
will be resourced and supported. Chief 
amongst these included the revenue-
raising assumption that local government 
will generate more than 90 per cent of 
recurrent expenditure. 

The current reality is that municipalities 
now face extreme cash flow constraints, 
with over 123 municipalities having less 
than 80 per cent collection levels and a 
further 75 municipalities with less than 
60 per cent collection levels. In addition, 
aggregate municipal consumer debts 
amount to R158.9-billion, many of which 
are not realistically collectable.

BOLD STEPS REQUIRED
Local government is responsible for 
ensuring a sense of urgency in building 
the capacity of municipalities so that they 
are better placed to find sustainable ways 
to meet the needs of their communities 
and improve the their quality of life.

Nkadimeng said it was SALGA’s 
submission that challenges arising 
from the current fiscal framework 
be prioritised. “This must include 
consideration of the unsustainable and 
increasing debts owed to municipalities. 
It is our respectful view that bold 
measures are needed to curb these debts,
ensure municipalities collect and better  

South Africans. “This is highlighted in 
the 2017 Stats SA non-financial census 
of municipalities, which confirms that 
the number of consumers receiving 
services from municipalities increased 
in the provision of sewerage; sanitation; 
electricity; solid waste management and 
water,” Nkadimeng said.

When the new democratic system of 
local government was developed, certain 
policy assumptions were made as to 

A t the joint sitting of the 
National Assembly and 
National Council of Provinces 
(NCOP) to debate President 

Cyril Ramaphosa’s State of the Nation 
Address (SONA), SALGA deputy 
president Councillor Thembi Nkadimeng 
said local government has made massive 
progress during the past 18 years of 
democracy, particularly in providing  
provision of basic services to millions of 

SONA
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manage their customers and that national 
interventions are initiated to ensure 
that this growing debt situation does 
not undermine the solvency of local 
government,” she said.

Local government has a responsibility to 
ensure a sense of urgency in building the 
capacity of our municipalities so that they 
are better placed to find sustainable ways 
to meet the needs of their communities 
and improve the quality of their lives.

SALGA expressed concern about the 
slow pace of land reform as this inhibits 
the ability of municipalities to access land 
for human settlement so as to transform 
spatial form, which has been deliberately 
fragmented for years.

“Reversing the apartheid spatial form 
has proven to be one of the biggest 
challenges facing local development today. 
It is therefore absolutely critical to be 
deliberate in not just delivering houses, 
which we have done with unparalleled 
success given the over four million houses 
that we have built in just over 20 years, 
but also ensuring that houses are built 

in a manner that makes them a social 
and economic asset for the recipients. To 
complement this, we need to provide access 
for other socioeconomic opportunities, 
especially in our urban areas. In this way we 
will integrate our cities and towns and, by 
extension, the societies that live in them,” 
Nkadimeng said.

The theme for this year’s SONA was: 
“Following Up On Our Commitments: 
Making Your Future Work Better”.  ▪

THE ROLE OF THE  
NCOP AND SALGA 

South Africa’s parliament consists 
of two Houses. The National 
Assembly is the House directly 
elected by the voters, while the 
National Council of Provinces 
(NCOP) is elected by the provinces 
and represents them to ensure that 
provincial interests are taken into 
account in the national sphere of 
government. This is done through 
the NCOP’s participation in the 
national legislative process and 
by providing a national forum for 
consideration of issues affecting 
provinces. The NCOP consists of 90 
provincial delegates (10 delegates 
for each of the nine provinces), 
meaning each province is equally 
represented.

Organised local government 
is also represented through 
SALGA, which is entitled to 10 
representatives who may participate 
in the debates and other activities of 
the NCOP, but may not vote.

Source: www.parliament.gov.za/

“Reversing the 
apartheid spatial 
form has proven to 
be one of the biggest 
challenges facing 
local development 
today.” – Councillor 
Thembi Nkadimeng
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SONA IN 
NUMBERS
FREE AND DEMOCRATIC SOUTH AFRICA  
• 25 years: the age of South Africa’s democracy.

• 5: the number of urgent tasks the president has identifi ed that will build a better 
South Africa. 

REVITALISING INDUSTRIAL 
PARKS  
• 10 out of 16: the number of 

identifi ed industrial parks that have 
been revitalised.

EMERGING FARMERS  
• 250 000: the number 

of small emerging farmers 
who are working the land 
and need support in fully 
developing their businesses.

EDUCATION  
• 4 000: the number of schools 

without appropriate sanitation facilities 
in South Africa.

• 699: the number of schools provided 
with appropriate sanitation facilities and 
projects through the SAFE Initiative.

• 1 150: the number of schools 
that are either in planning, design or 
construction stages.

• 700 000+: the number of 
children who accessed early childhood 
education in the last fi nancial year.

• 6 years: the number of years it  
will take government to provide  
everyschoolchild in South Africa with  
digital workbooks and textbooks on a  
tablet device.

• 90%: the percentage of textbooks 
in high enrolment subjects across all 
grades and all workbooks that have  
been digitised.

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 
• More than R1.3-trillion: the amount that has been invested to 

build, among others, hundreds of schools and two new universities.

• R100-billion: the amount committed by government into the 
infrastructure fund over a 10-year period.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT   
• 57: the number of 

municipalities that have been 
stabilised and supported where 
10 000 municipal infrastructure 
projects are being implemented.

SMALL BUSINESS    
• 51: the number of technology 

business incubators that form part 
of the incubation programme.

• 10: the number of enterprise 
supplier development incubators 
that form part of the incubation 
programme.

• 14: the number of rapid youth 
incubators that form part of the 
incubation programme.

• 4: the number of provinces where 
township digital hubs will be 
established as part of the incubation 
programme.

OCEANS ECONOMY 
• R30-billion: the estimated value of investments created through 

Operation Phakisa on the Oceans Economy.

• 250 000: the number of indirect jobs expected to be created through 
investments in the Oceans Economy.

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS    
• 500 000: the number 

of housing units that will be 
constructed by the Housing 
Development Agency in the 
next fi ve years.

• R30-billion: the 
amount that will be provided 
to municipalities and 
provinces to enable them 
to fulfi l their respective 
mandates..

INVESTING IN SA 
• R1.2-trillion: the amount of investment earmarked for South Africa over 

fi ve years.

• R300-billion: the amount of investment pledges from South African 
and international companies attracted from the 2018 investment conference.

SOCIAL GRANTS 
• 17.5 million: the number 

of social grants provided to South 
Africans every month.

JOB CREATION    
• 275 000: the additional 

direct jobs that are aimed to be 
created every year as part of 
the agreements reached at the 
Presidential Jobs Summit in 2018.

TOURISM 
• 21 million: the target 

number for visitors coming to 
South Africa by 2030 .

• 3 000 km: the size of South 
Africa’s coastlines. 
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A D V E R T O R I A L

ISUZU TRUCKS ISUZU TRUCKS
• Vacuum sweepers are very noisy in 

operation
• Vacuum sweepers can only sweep 

on the left or right side, not both 
sides simultaneously
Regenerative air sweepers employ 

a high-pressure air blast from a full 
width sweep head to lift material from 
the road using air flow, not suction, 
while the air blast lifts swept material 
to the hopper
• The air blast moves particles (PM10) 

as well as heavy sand, stones and 
gravel

• The air leaves the hopper, passes 
through a filter into a fan where it 
is sent back down into the sweep 
head to blast and lift again.

• Because all air is re-used in a 
continuous loop, there is very 
little fugitive dust blown from the 
sweeper – lowering PM pollution 
levels

• The air flow generated is around  
9,5 cubic metres per second, 
around 4 x the air flow of vacuum 
sweepers

• The high air flow allows much larger 
suction tubes, 350mm, thereby 
virtually eliminating blockages

• A regenerative sweeper can sweep 
on both sides simultaneously 
delivering a swept width of 3.4 
metres

High abrasion levels & load 
indicator

Cape Town has high-levels of sharp 
sand, and abrasion will be at its worst 
– the suction fan and suction tubes 

Servicing this productive, hard-
working machine will be done on 
an hourly basis – 250 hours. The 
expected life of the machine with 
proper maintenance and operation is 
forecast at least 10 years.

Urbanisation challenges in 
Africa

‘The primary aim of road sweeping 
is to improve the aesthetic appearance 
of the urban environment by removing 
street debris, litter and dirt. The 
frequency of sweeping varies 
significantly, with major roads and 
motorways being rarely swept.’ There 
will be significant variance between 
major urban centres.

‘Historically, neither road sweepers 
nor their operational procedures were 
designed to reduce ambient PM10 
concentrations. Factors that are likely 
to affect the efficacy of road sweeping 
in reducing PM10 concentrations 
include the following: 

1. The road dust loading; 
2. Sweeper efficiency of removing 

PM10 from the road surface; 
3. The ability of the machine to retain 

the particles;
4. Road surface; 
5. The portion of the road that is swept; 
6. The frequency of sweeping; and 
7. The length of road swept. ‘

Reference: Google R15_AIRUSE-Street-
cleaning-CNE

The Isuzu Roots Blower Street 
Sweeper is clearly equal to the 
environmental and efficiency 
challenges of modern municipal 
demands – the City of Cape Town has 
stepped into the future of a smarter 
image with an environmental impact 
that cares for its citizens and tourists 

are made from abrasion resistant 
steel while the sweeper body, 
hopper and doors are made from 
304 grade stainless steel also 
known as 18/8 for its composition 
of 18% chromium and 8% nickel. 
The degree of abrasion resistance 
is directly related to the material 
swept.  

Sweeping paper has no mass 
but sweeping wet sand and 
stone is a very heavy task. As 
the sweeper delivers its payload 
into the hopper, swept material 
is thrown forward to make 
maximum use of the chassis mass 
distribution. The sweeper is fitted 
with a load indicator warning the 
driver when the max legal load limit 
is reached. 

The sweeper hopper discharges 
the swept load by a hydraulically-
powered tipping cycle. The 
rapid discharge enables the unit 
to swiftly get back to work and 
translates into high productivity 
in terms of m3.hrs (cubic metre 
hours)

Sweeper equipped with 
independent power

The Roots Sweeper is 
independently powered by a 
4-cylinder, 4,5 litre Cummins 
QSB45 engine, specifically 
designed for industrial 
applications. This engine has a 
safety shut-down triggered by 
high-temperature and/or low oil 
pressure
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Water is the simplest natural
resource we take for granted
Fortunately, water management is our business
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R epresentatives from the City 
of Cape Town, Mangaung 
Metropolitan Municipality, 
Nelson Mandela Municipality, 

Mbombela Municipality and the 
Mkhanda Municipality attended the 
first Bus Rapid Transit System (BRT) 
peer learning session held last year. The 
aim of the session was to provide an 
opportunity for metros to network, share 
their experiences and the challenges of 
implementing BRT and to collectively  
seek solutions. 

A National Treasury City Support 
Programme representative, Michael 
Kihato, provided an overview of the key 
challenges and the pace at which the 
national BRT programme is being rolled 
out. According to Kihato, as much as 
20 per cent of the household income 

of South Africa’s most vulnerable 
communities is spent on public transport. 
He detailed the impact on communities 
resulting from an increased number of 
minibus taxis; greater private car usage 
and related congestion patterns; long 
average trip distances; and low-density 
spatial configurations. 

THE MUNICIPALITIES SPEAK OUT
Municipalities discussed their Integrated 
Public Transport Network (IPTN) plans; 
engagement with the minibus taxi 
industry; public participation processes 
with stakeholders; the securing of depots 
for buses where relevant; preparation 
and approval of business and operations 
plans; and municipal governance 
protocols. They also indicated that they 
are considering alternate revenue streams. 

In 2018, SALGA invited cities dealing with the planning and 
implementation of the Bus Rapid Transit System to reflect 
on the lessons learnt and the challenges faced 

SHARED KNOWLEDGE LENDS 

STRENGTH

TECHNICAL RESOURCES
The participants contributed their respective resources to the technical 
resource library. These have been grouped into various themes as follows:
1.  Presentations by the respective municipalities and the National Treasury 

City Support Programme
2.  Observations and lessons learnt in some BRT projects

•  City of Cape Town lessons learnt and prioritising MBT in planning
 (March 2018)

3.  Toward integration of spatial and land use planning
 •  City of Cape Town TOD Strategic Framework (October 2015)
 •  City of Johannesburg Land Use Analysis Report, National Treasury, City 

Support Program (October 2016)
4. Business planning and costing research

 •  City of Cape Town, IPTN Business Plan, Technical Report (August 2017)
  •  City of Cape Town, Advertising Tender Bus stops, Bus exteriors,  

Bus interiors,  
• Bus Stations (December 2011)
 • Minibus taxi aspects
 •  City of Cape Town, Challenges in MBT Reforms (March 2018)
  •  UATP WORKSHOP Cost Model for VOC presentation (October 2015) 

5. Vehicle selection aspects
 •  City of Cape Town Business Parameters to inform trunk vehicle selection 

(November 2015) 
6. Station selection and design

  •  UATP Workshop, When do we need stations (October 2015)

  •  City of Cape Town, Business Parameters to inform IRT station design 
(November 2015) 

7. Hybrid models and moderation
  •  UATP Workshop, Moderation presentation (October 2015)
  •  UATP Workshop, Hybrid Model presentation (October 2015) 

8. Automatic Fare Collection (AFC) processes
  •  AFC, Proposed Way Forward Version 2 (September 2016)
 •   AFC, Proposed Way Forward Version 3 (December 2016)
 •   AFC, Ethekweni Metro Motivation to Department of Transport to change 

regulations (March 2018)
 •   AFC, Regulations Draft Update (June 2011) 

9. Operational analysis and operational planning
  •  City of Johannesburg, Operational Analysis Report National Treasury City 

Support Program (September 2016)
 •   City of Cape Town, multi-year financial operational plan, Phase 2A 

Business Parameters (August 2017) 
10. Station management

  •  Recommended Practices for BRT Station Management, National Treasury 
City Support Program (September 2016)

  •  World Bank, Station Management Costs, Benchmark Assessment  
(June 2016) 

11. High-floor low-floor assessment
  •  UATP Workshop, Assessment of high-floor low-floor bus presentation  

(October 2015)

Other revelations 
included the Automatic Fare 
Collection (AFC) that is 
proving expensive, industry 
transition and the need for 
technical skills, competency and political 
buy-in. Vandalism and subsequent damage 
to fleet was identified as a key challenge. 

The City of Cape Town further shared 
its approach to better understanding 
user travel needs and preferences, 
compensation and cost models, how 
pricing strategies could influence peak and 
off-peak travel patterns and how the state 
of the rail service is creating pressure on 
the road system.

In addition to the collaborative 
networking platform created, a technical 
resource library, to be accessed by all 
municipalities, is being set up. ▪
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THE WHEN, WHAT AND  
WHY OF EVENTS
SALGA continues to remain active in working with its members to deliver benefits, as can 
be seen by the number of councils, summits and seminars arranged in the past months

COUNCIL OF MAYORS
SALGA continues to remain active in 
working with its members to deliver 
benefits, as can be seen by  the number 
of councils, summits and seminars 
arranged in the past months.

At the beginning of February, the 
second annual Council of Mayors 
was held in Cape Town, working 
within the theme “Enhancing the 
Role of Municipalities in Promoting 
Investment and Job Creation”. SALGA 
remains committed to this forum, 

which enables mayors to consult with 
one another in matters of common 
interest by contributing to ideas, 
advice, insight and support on matters 
directly affecting the mayoral role 
and function, and with the aim of 
improving governance and service 
delivery within local government. 

The council has several key aims, 
including to act as a consultative forum 
for the development of local government 
positions on policies and legislation 

impacting local government and to share 
good practices with regard to the role of 
the executive in the municipality.

It also works to identify policy 
and legislative matters that SALGA 
needs to include in its advocacy, 
lobbying and strategic engagements 
and to determine the specific 
challenges faced by the executive in 
municipalities and, in addition to this, 
to propose solutions and approaches to 
address such matters.
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BIGM LED Seminar
In partnership with the Federation of Canadian 
Municipalities (FCM), a two-day Local Economic 
Development Seminar was held in Port Elizabeth 
in support of the Building Inclusive Green 
Municipalities (BIGM) Project.

The BIGM Project is essentially about  
South Africa and Canada rallying behind a 
common purpose with unwavering resolve 
to build the capacity of municipalities and 
communities, particularly focusing on society’s 
most vulnerable people.

Taking place under the theme “Localising 
the Local Economy through Innovation and 
Optimisation of Local Assets”, the primary 
objective of the project is to strengthen the 
capabilities of municipalities and contribute 
to delivering on South Africa’s apex priorities 
of reducing poverty and inequality through the 
empowerment of marginalised groups, with 
specific reference to women and the youth. 

At the same time, the project will also support 
municipalities in respect of climate change 
mitigation and with transitioning into a low 
carbon, green economy. The project also aims 
to create an enabling environment through red 
tape reduction and improved access to funding 
opportunities for emerging enterprises. 

Other areas of focus include promoting 
domestic investments and local-centric FDIs in 
townships; unlocking opportunities for SMMEs 
through the oceans economy; and achieving 
sustainable development outcomes through 
regional development, co-operation and  
resource sharing. 

THE EVENT HIGHLIGHT 
Perhaps the most noticeable highlight of the seminar was the 
successful mobilisation of resources and the establishment and 
solidifying of partnerships with various stakeholders. To this 
end, a R1.4-billion pledge was made towards the financing of 
bankable projects arising from the Small Town Regeneration  
(STR) Programme.

CRITICAL OBJECTIVES 
• To keep municipal leadership and other parties abreast 

of important developments in the arena of performance 
management systems.

• To create a platform for thought leadership and engagement 
between industry thought leaders and municipal practitioners.

• To create an enabling environment for effective advocacy 
and constituency immersion on SALGA programmes and 
interventions in the arena of performance management.

• To assess the capacity development needs of the sector in the 
arena of performance management systems.

2nd ANNUAL LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT 
PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT 
SEMINAR

Kubeshni  
Governder

At the same time the BIGM LED Seminar was taking place, 
SALGA was also hosting its 2nd Annual Performance Management 
Seminar at the OR Tambo Conference Centre in Ekurhuleni, 
as part of the organisation’s “Good Governance and Institutional 
Resilience” strategic goal.

Under the theme “Performance for Impact: Meaningful 
Indicators for Service Delivery and Citizen Expectations”, the 
seminar was held under the auspices of the SALGA Centre for 
Leadership and Governance (SCLG), as part of its continuous 
development programme. In addition, the seminar served as 
an authentic platform for addressing topical issues affecting 
performance management and provided an avenue for the 
cross-pollination of ideas, the transfer of knowledge and 
for municipal peer-learning.Focusing on approaches and 
mechanisms for transforming performance for impact and how 
to design meaningful performance indicators for service delivery, 
the seminar also delivered insights and learnings aimed at 
entrenching a high-performance culture in municipalities. 

Key topics included how to use performance management to 
improve service delivery and how cloud computing will accelerate 
municipal services in the era of the fourth industrial revolution. 

The seminar adopted approaches and mechanisms focused 
on transforming performance for impact and how to design 
meaningful performance indicators for service delivery, with 
further aims of delivering insights and learnings that would 
contribute towards entrenching a high performance culture in 
municipalities. Thought leaders and PMS Practitioners within 
the performance management domain in local government 
presented various topics and led discussions. 

The 2nd Annual Local Government Performance Management 
Seminar accredited as a Talent Management Competency 
Programme by the South African Board for People Practice 
(SABPP) with 15 continuous professional development (CPD) 
points. All delegates who attended the seminar are eligible to 15 
CPD points and will be issued with formal certificates by 
the SABPP.   
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In early March, SALGA hosted the 2nd 
Annual Local Government Labour Law 
Seminar, which was launched under the 
theme “Sustaining Labour Peace and 
Stability in a Rapidly Transforming World 
of Work”.

One key area of focus was around the 
recent amendments to labour legislation, 
which dealt with the amendments to the 
Labour Relations Act as well as the Basic 
Conditions of Employment Act. With 
regard to the Labour Relations Act, the 
seminar addressed:
• Industrial peace is not always obtained 

by giving, but by an attempt to address 
disputes immediately;

• Strikes and demonstrations will 
need to be more stable and peaceful. 
According to the Code of Good Practise 
on picketing, the right to picket is 
no longer a right when that strike 
becomes violent. When that happens, 
the strike can be declared unlawful. A 
secret ballot is to be held in order to 
embark on a protected strike. Unions 
have to amend their constitutions to 
provide for this, otherwise the unions 
may find themselves at risk of being 
deregistered. Compliance by the 

employer organisation and unions is 
fundamental or they may also be at 
risk of deregistration. 

• The independence of the registrar, 
in line with the above, is a big step. 
The registrar has already begun to use 
his authority in terms of unions and 
employers who do not comply with their 
legislative obligations.

• The legislation allows the CCMA 
director to issue advisory arbitration 
when collective bargaining doesn’t yield 
results and strikes are prolonged and 
negatively impact the economy. 

With regard to the amendments of the 
Basic Conditions of Employment Act, the 
seminar also addressed the provision of 
additional 10 days parental leave for male 
parents and 10 weeks for adoption leave. 
It was anticipated that the implementation 
date for this would be 1 April 2019. 

With regards to the proposed 
amendments to the Employment Equity 
Act (EEA), the seminar addressed 
the slow progress of the Commission. 
Section 33 certificates will be needed by 
companies before government will do 
business with them. Sectoral EE targets 
will also be set.  

Other key issues shared included:
• The analysis of Section 198(A) of 

the LRA with regard to “temporary 
employment services”, particularly in 
regard to the ConCourt ruling on the 
matter.

• The analysis of Section 198 (B) of the 
LRA with regard to EPWP workers. 
All labour legislation applies to EPWP 
workers, except for the National 
Minimum Wage Act.

• The analysis of the procedural 
requirements with regard to the 
employment or renewal of contracts 
for senior managers in municipalities.

• The status of minority trade unions 
with regard to organisational 
rights, closed shop and agency fee 
agreements. 

• The fourth industrial revolution is 
upon us, and marked by emerging 
technology breakthroughs in fields 
such as robotics, AI, nanotechnology, 
quantum computing, biotechnology, 
the IoT and 5G technology.  ▪ 

CORE GOALS
The main objectives of the seminar 
entailed: 
• Keeping municipal political leadership, 

senior management and practitioners  
abreast of important developments in 
the area of employment/labour law and 
labour relations management.

• Creating a platform for municipal 
political leaders, senior management 
and practitioners to network and share 
best practice based on their particular 
experiences on the ground. 

• Creating a platform for thought 
leadership and engagement between 
industry thought leaders and municipal 
practitioners. 

• Creating an enabling environment for 
effective advocacy and constituency 
immersion on SALGA programmes 
and interventions in the arena of 
employment/labour law and labour 
relations management. 

• Creating a user-friendly, open and 
reflective platform where problems 
experienced at a local level is aired 
with the view of generating mutually 

beneficial solutions that contribute to 
labour peace and stability.

• Assessing capacity development 
needs of the sector in the area of 
employment/labour law and labour 
relations management.

THE WAY FORWARD:
The action agenda, which constitutes 
the relevant support areas SALGA will 
be focusing on emanating from the 
deliberations, was presented at the 
seminar. These included: :
• SALGA’s “mandating framework” needs 

to assist its negotiators to navigate 
the between “orderly bargaining vs 
affordability and sustainability of 
municipalities”, which results in having 
a “viable”local government. 

• SALGA needs to invest in “LLF capacity” 
and on-site support in vulnerable 
municipalities. Non-compliance with 
collective agreements are a concern. 
There is a need to “re-position” LLF 
given its critical role. A training manual 
must be packaged for structured 
training. 

• Municipalities are designated “essential 
services”. The right to strike is “limited”. 
Violent strikes should be avoided at all 
costs. Constitutional court judgment 
(ito SATAWU) guides on this matter in 
terms of holding the striking union 
liable for damages. The Minimum 
Service Agreement framework 
was shared with all municipalities 
to customise for their own needs. 
Information sessions in these matters 
are required. 

• The senior manager appointments 
conundrum has to be dealt with. This 
matter was exhaustively canvassed. 
Compliance with the recruitment 
guidelines as per CoGTA’s regulations 
is essential while there is no provision 
regarding “MEC concurrence”.  This 
matter will be further dealt with at 
SALGA’s governance structures to 
ensure that there is a uniform approach 
and understanding. 

• SALGA’s strike management guidelines 
will require review with regard to the 
new LRA amendments in relation to 
“picketing rules and strike ballots”.

2nd ANNUAL LOCAL GOVERNMENT LABOUR LAW SEMINAR

Mr Criag Kirchmann, 
CEO of Kirchmann Inc. 
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TACKLING 
ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT
SALGA has initiated programmes to correct and assist 
in those key areas where economic development is 
faltering, reports Seane Nkhale, SALGA’s executive 
manager: Economic Development and Planning 

T he delivery of basic services 
by municipalities has been 
extensively documented by 
SALGA, Stats SA and many other 

government and research agencies.
Inclusive economic growth and access

to a broader basket of good quality social, 
economic and cultural services remain 
elusive. Poor spatial transformation has 
meant that local and regional economies 
remain inef� cient resulting in poor economic 
performance. Post-apartheid spatial planning, 
as well as disproportionate access to land, 
social and economic services, have continued 
to relegate the poor to the margins of 
employment and economic opportunities. 

Institutional and systemic challenges 
relating to development and spatial 
planning remain problematic. Alignment 
of government processes, development 
programmes and plans have not been 
adequately addressed.

Moreover, inadequate accountability, 
monitoring and evaluation have often 
resulted in duplication and unco-ordinated 
infrastructure investment. Capacity 
constraints continue to hamper government’s 
spatial transformation efforts. 

South Africa’s urban development strategy 
(IUDF), adopted in 2016, highlights a 
number of challenges in South African 
municipalities related to inclusive economic 
development. The policy indicates that 
economic development remains a peripheral 
function of many municipalities.

As a result, the institutional, � nancial and 
human resource allocation to the function 
is often not strategic or geared for results 
(SALGA/SACN, 2016; SALGA 2014).

NEW GENERATION LAND USE 
MANAGMENT SYSTEMS 

The passing of the Spatial Planning 
and Land Use Management Act 
(SPLUMA) placed planning fi rmly 
in the hands of municipalities 
thus providing them with the 
necessary tools to direct planning 
and development within their areas 
of jurisdiction. The achievement 
desired by the architects of SPLUMA, 
however, require a paradigm shift in 
the planning and implementation 
process. SALGA’s advocacy and 
support for a new generation of 
land use management systems 
inculcates contemporary ways of 
conceptualising spatial planning 
and land use management. It 
introduces approaches that take into 
account the impacts of the third 
and fourth industrial revolution, 
indigenous planning knowledge, 
and informality among others.

LEADING CHANGE: 
INTERNATIONAL GUIDE FOR 
URBAN AND TERRITORIAL 
PLANNING 

Considering the pursuit of 
facilitating a paradigm shift in 
planning and development, and 
the fact that many planning 
practices evolved decades ago 
prior to the advent of current 
challenges such as rapid 
urbanisation, climate change and 
the fourth industrial revolution 
among others, SALGA partnered 
with the United Nations to develop 
a book that serves as a guide to all 
members of the United Nations 
family to improve planning and 
urban management in the worlds 
cities and towns.  

The economic development strategies 
are either out of sync with the realities 
on the ground or are not and cannot be 
implemented by the municipality and its 
stakeholders.

In terms of the intergovernmental system, 
the IUDF also highlights the disconnect 
between the three spheres of government in 
terms of economic planning and investment; 
a factor also corroborated by the SALGA/
SACN institutional study (2016) on the role 
of economic development in various types 
of municipalities. The IUDF and SALGA 
highlights a few challenges:

• The neglect of spatial prioritisation of 
industrial investment in towns and cities by 
all spheres of government.

• Inordinate levels of red tape and 
constraints to conducting business.

• An inconsistent and often discriminatory 
response to the informal economy.

• Inadequate understanding of the  
unique roles of towns and therefore the 
tailored strategy required to respond to  
the challenges

In recognising some of these challenges, 
SALGA has crafted economic development 
and planning programmes that seek to 
challenge the status quo and facilitate 
paradigm shifts.  

The economic development strategies 

Seane
Nkhale
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COHERENT RESPONSES TO THE 
INFORMAL ECONOMY

SALGA has noted that a few of its members have 
been taken to court (and lost) due to actions taken 
that were inconsistent with the highest law of the 
land. As a result, SALGA together with the Socio-
Economic Rights Institute (SERI) developed an 
overview of the jurisprudence in this area and how 
it affects municipalities. A set of principles and 
guidelines on how municipalities can best support 
the informal economy based on the jurisprudence 
was published in 2018.

SPATIAL TRANSFORMATION BAROMETER
This intervention recognises that government has made significant 
progress in the delivery of basic services, housing and other forms 
of development. However, the location of housing and many of the 
associated services has government-entrenched apartheid spatial 
fragmentation. The IUDF, SPLUMA and other interventions seek 
to reverse this trend and to redirect investment in a manner that 
enhances special justice and efficiency. The Spatial Transformation 
Barometer tracks spatial transformation in municipalities and uses 

that information to facilitate proactive forward planning for 
better socioeconomic outcomes.

SMALL TOWN 
REGENERATION 
PROGRAMME 

SALGA has developed and 
implemented a Small Town 
Regeneration Programme designed 
to identify the role that towns 
occupy in their regional context 
and to capitalise on their existing 
and unrealised potential. It involves 
communities and the private sector 
as well as governments.

INTERMUNICIPAL PLANNING 
(REGIONAL ECONOMIC 
PLANNING) 

Linked to the STR programme, SALGA identified 
that one of the challenges facing municipalities 
is the difficulty they have in planning 
coherently with one another in consideration 
of spatial and economic logic as informants. 
The role and future sustainability of towns 
and hence municipalities make this form of 
regional planning essential to the efficient 
use of resources leading to the growth and 
development of regions.

ACQUISITION AND RELEASE OF LAND BY 
MUNICIPALITIES 
One of the key challenges inhibiting spatial transformation is 
the limited access to well-located land, especially in urban areas. 
SALGA has conducted research to understand this challenge and 
made policy as well as other reform proposals to address spatial 
transformation and facilitation of inclusive economic growth. The 
study contains proposals to create efficient urban land administration, 
management and governance processes; as well as to elevate the role 
of municipalities in government’s urban land reform efforts. 

DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES
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THE  
ECONOMIC  

POTENTIAL 
OCEAN

The ocean is SA’s next 
economic frontier 
offering previously 
untapped opportunities 
for development and 
employment, writes  
Duma Gqubule

jobs. Investments have been mainly 
in infrastructure development, marine 
manufacturing, aquaculture, and the oil 
and gas sector. Expected investment 
in the oceans economy over the next 
five years is estimated at R3.8-billion 
by government and R65-billion by the 
private sector. 

“These investments are expected to 
create over 100 000 direct jobs and more 
than 250 000 indirect jobs.”

 
PLENTIFUL OPPORTUNITIES 
South Africa has 3 900km of coastline 
with an exclusive 1.5 million km2 
economic zone, which extends 370km 
from the coastal baseline. This area is 
larger than the country’s land mass of     

Operation Phakisa (“hurry” in Sesotho) 
effort to bring together stakeholders from 
the public sector, business, labour and civil 
society to agree on concrete programmes to 
kick-start development in various sectors of 
the economy.

In his State of the Nation Address, 
President Cyril Ramaphosa provided an 
update saying: “Since the introduction 
of oceans economy in 2014, we have 
secured investments of nearly  
R30-billion and created over 7 000 direct 

S outh Africa’s oceans economy 
could contribute R170bn to the 
country’s GDP by 2033 compared 
with R54bn in 2010, according to a 

government plan to unlock opportunities in 
the sector. The plan could create up to 700 
000 jobs, the government says. In 2010, 316 
000 people were employed in the oceans 
economy. The number of jobs could rise to 
between 800 000 and one million by the year 
2033. The Oceans Economy programme, 
launched in 2014, is part of the government’s 

OF THE
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1.2 million km2. Within this sea zone,  
South Africa has exclusive rights to 
explore and use marine rights. Every year, 
more than 30 000 vessels pass through 
South Africa’s seas with 13 000 docking  
in the country’s ports. There are about  
80 oilrigs off the Western Cape coast that 
require land-based operational support. 
The country also has huge potential 
resources of oil and gas. In February, oil 
company Total and its partners announced 
that they had discovered a potential one 
billion barrels of gas at the Brulpadda 
block off the Western Cape coast. 
The find could yield up to $1-trillion, 
according to analysts.

The Operation Phakisa Oceans Economy 
initiative is a Department of Environmental 
Affairs programme that involves more than 

20 departments and stakeholders from 
civil society. It has six focus areas: marine 
transport and manufacturing; offshore oil 
and gas exploration; aquaculture, marine 
protection services and ocean governance; 
small harbours development, coastal and 
marine tourism; skills development and 
capacity building; and research, technology 
and innovation.

 The four largest sub-sectors – marine 
transport and manufacturing, ocean-
related tourism, construction, and fisheries 
and aquaculture – accounted for 85 
per cent of the oceans economy’s GDP 
contribution in 2010. In employment, 
three sub-sectors – tourism, construction 
and fisheries and aquaculture – accounted 
for 89 per cent of the jobs in the
oceans economy.

In February, oil company Total and its 
partners announced that they had discovered 
a potential one billion barrels of gas at the 
Brulpadda block off the Western Cape coast.
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BIG GROWTH ANTICIPATED
In 2010, marine transport and 
manufacturing contributed R16-bn to 
GDP, which was equivalent to 30 per cent 
of the oceans economy. It also employed 
15 000 people. By 2033, the sector could 
contribute R42–R61-billion to GDP and 
employ 40 000 to 56 000 people. In 2010, 
coastal and marine tourism contributed 
R15-billion to GDP and was equivalent 
to 28 per cent of the oceans economy. It 
employed 90 000 people. By 2033, the 
sector could contribute R25–R35-billion 
to GDP and employ 150 000 to 225 000 
people. In 2010, construction contributed 
R8bn to GDP and employed 162 000 
people. By 2033, its contribution could 
increase to R21bn and employ 400 000 
people. In 2010, fisheries and aquaculture 
contributed R7-billion to GDP and 
employed 30 000 people. By 2033, the 
contribution could increase to R16-billion 
and employ 200 000 people.

The Total gas find could be a game-
changer in the oceans economy, one that 
could eventually result in upward revisions 
to all these projections.  ▪

OP-ED
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PLAYING A KEY 
SUPPORT ROLE

A  key function of the South 
African Local Government 
Association (SALGA) is 
to elevate planning and 

service delivery across all its associated 
municipalities, while also instilling 
greater accountability and consequence 
management. It is in the latter 
area that the Directorate 
of Governance and 
Intergovernmental 
Relations plays 
a critical role.

At a political level, 
the directorate is 
chaired by Councillor 
Bhekumzi Stofile 
of the Welfare and 
Empowerment, Governance 
and IGR Working Group. 
This national working group 
is replicated in each of the 
nine provinces. At an administrative 
level, SALGA’s Lance Joel heads up 
the directorate and is supported by two 
specialists and nine provincial managers. 

MANDATE
The directorate’s mandate falls within 
Strategic Goal 2: “Good Governance 
and Resilient Municipal Institutions”. 
Indeed, the mandate seeks to contribute 
to a more efficient, effective, responsive 
and accountable local government 
that is highly capacitated to contribute 
meaningfully to the development of the 
state. It sees its role as critical to address 
some of the fundamental constraints 
hampering local government so that 
the sector has a more stable, sound and 
equitable policy and legislative framework.

SALGA’s Directorate of Governance 
and Intergovernmental Relations is responsible for 
ensuring the good governance and efficiency of local 
municipalities and act as a representative in provincial 
and national government

GOVERNANCE 
The directorate plays a key role 
in providing hands-on support to 
municipalities in line with the SALGA 
Municipal Audit Support Programme 
(MASP). MASP hands-on support is 
provided to red zone municipalities 

on various governance matters in 
line with the Auditor-General’s 

annual reports. Support is 
also provided to distressed 
municipalities invoked with 
section 139 intervention of 
the constitution in line with 
SALGA Municipal Support 

and Intervention 
Framework (MSIF). 

This hands-on support to 
municipalities is provided in the 

form of legal advice, opinions, circulars, 
workshops and guidelines documents.

The directorate is currently in the 
process of developing a Consequence 
and Accountability Framework for local 
government. Likewise, the directorate 
is currently investigating ways of 
promoting innovative mechanisms to 
promote inclusive governance and public 
participation. Additionally, Joel has also 
commissioned his team to pilot peer 
review in category B municipalities on 
various governance aspects.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
By nature, SALGA “the voice of local 
government” is an IGR organisation. 
Section 163 of the Constitution, 
recognises organised local government as 
the legitimate voice for local government 
and affords it representation in key 
national institutions. 

SALGA’s IGR role has been defined by its 
constitution to: 
• represent, promote and protect the 

interests of local government;
• transform local government to enable it 

to fulfill its developmental role;
• enhance the role of provincial local 

government associations as provincial 
representatives and consultative bodies 
on local governmen; 

• be recognised by national and provincial 
governments to be the national 
representative of local government and 
consultative body in respect of all matters 
concerning local government; and 

• raise the profile of local government.
As such, the IGR portfolio’s focus is to 
lobby and advocate. It seeks to optimise 
local government’s participation/voice in 
key national and provincial structures. As 
the IGR Framework Act makes specific 
provision for organised local government 
participation in both national and 
provincial IGR structures by participating 
in these structures, SALGA is able 
to influence national and provincial 
legislation as well as gauge the impact of 
such legislation on local government. 

Among others, SALGA participates in 
the following IGR structures: President’s 
Coordinating Council (PCC); Cabinet 
Makgotla; LG Budget Forum; MinMECs; 
Premier’s Coordinating Forums (PCFs); 
and Inter-Ministerial Task Teams 
(IMTTs) as well as in their technical 
support structures.

Under the leadership of Joel, the 
directorate refined its IGR strategy, 
and developed an IGR matrix with the 
aim of undertaking an annual impact 
assessment of SALGA participation in 
various IGR structures. As such, inputs 
such as speeches, briefing notes and 
presentations for IGR engagements are 
constantly being developed.

Finally, the directorate recently 
concluded a study on demarcation and 
its impact on municipal governance, and 
continues representing local government 
in the boundaries, powers and functions 
committee of the Municipal Demarcation 
Board (MDB) to contribute to the 
successful completion of the boundary 
re-determination process. ▪

Lance
Joel
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POLITICAL INTERFERENCE THREATENS

GOOD GOVERNANCE
SALGA believes that the current Municipal Systems Act blurs the lines of  
accountability and authority and needs to be amended to promote good governance. 
Tiisetso Tlelima finds out more

I n February, SALGA made a submission 
to the Portfolio Committee on
Co-operative Governance and 
Traditional Affairs (CoGTA) regarding 

the Local Government: Municipal 
Systems Amendment Bill in support of 
the professionalisation and administrative 
stabilisation of local government. The 
submission called for an end to political 
interference in the running of local 
municipalities. 

SALGA said that the continued 
micromanagement of municipal 
administration by political parties is a 
threat to good governance. SALGA’s 
spokesperson Sivuyile Mbambato shared 
that in 2010 the *Local Government 
Turnaround Strategy (LGTAS) committee 
highlighted that political parties were 
undermining the integrity and functioning 
of municipal councils through intra- and 
inter-party conflicts and inappropriate 
interference in councils and administration. 
This created leadership and governance 
challenges in municipalities including 
weak responsiveness and accountability 
to communities, which in turn hindered 
effective service delivery.  

SALGA has argued that section 54(7)
(a) of the Local Government: Municipal 
Systems Act, 2000, provides that the 
municipal council must, within 14 days, 
inform the MEC for local government of 
the appointment process and outcomes, as 
may be prescribed. SALGA is of the view 
that the act makes no reference for the 
MEC to approve appointments of the MM 
and to solicit concurrence on approval, in 
that regard this matter is in contravention 
of section 151 (4) of the Constitution, 
which state that national and provincial 
government may not compromise or impede 
a municipality’s ability or right to exercise IM
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its powers and perform its functions, 
furthermore, it contravenes the principles 
of cooperative governance as outlined in 
section 41(g) of the Constitution, which 
provides that, “ All spheres of government 
and other organs of state within each sphere, 
must, exercise their powers and perform 
their functions in a manner that does not 
encroach on the geographical functional or 
institutional integrity of government and 
another sphere”. 

In addition, section 56 of the Local 
Government Municipal Systems Act, 
provides that, a municipal council, after 
consultation with the municipal manager, 
must appoint managers directly accountable 
to the municipal manager.

Often the these managers have found 
themselves compromised or feeling obliged 
to report to council members who they view 
them as the people who appointed them 
instead of the Municipal Manager, which 
comprises the employer and employee 
relations. “The scenario often painted 
in local government is one where junior 
officials, because of their political ranking, 
hold the municipal manager and other senior 
managers to account,” explains Mbambato.

LOBBYING FOR LIMITED  
POLITICAL INFLUENCE 
SALGA advocates for a move towards 
the adoption of key principles aimed at 
professionalising and depoliticising local 
government. In practical terms this means 
taking bold steps to limit political influence 
in municipalities, giving the municipal 
manager the autonomy to appoint qualified 
and skilled administrative staff without 
prior approval of the MEC and making 
sure that managers belong to professional 
organisations where their conduct can
be monitored. 

Furthermore, the role of the MEC 
should only be to assess if a municipality 
has contravened the appointment processes 
as defined in the Act. And, in instances of 
contravention, the MEC has the option to 
apply for a declaratory order on the validity of 
the appointment.

“The power to appoint and the conditions 
that come with that go to the heart of the 
autonomy of local government. It is our 
duty to protect this autonomy of local 
government as this bill is processed through 
the legislative arm of government,” says 
Mbambato. 

“This amendment bill goes to the heart of 
the institutional integrity of local government 
and, with the benefit of experience of the 
implementation of the 2011 Municipal 
Systems Amendment Act, we have witnessed 
the effective disregard of the constitutional 
principle that the three spheres of 
government should exercise their powers 
and perform their functions in a manner 
that does not encroach on the geographical, 
functional or institutional integrity of 
government in another sphere.”

Mbambato warns that if SALGA’s 
proposed amendments are not taken 
into consideration, local government 
effectively stands to lose its institutional 
integrity in as far as the appointment 
and determination of the conditions of 
employment of the municipal manager 
or managers directly accountable to the 
municipal manager goes.  ▪

* The LGTS (managed by CoGTA) was 
introduced after the 2009 State of Local 
Government Report that found that political parties 
were undermining the integrity and functioning of 
municipal councils. The LGTAS was introduced 
to, among others, mitigate against interference and 
to professionalise the local government sector.

“This amendment bill goes to the heart of the institutional  
integrity of local government.” — Sivuyile Mbambato

LEGISLATION
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University of 
Mpumalanga

A s you drive along the N4 from 
Johannesburg to the Lowveld, 
the bleak Highveld plains give 
way to hills blanketed in lush 

green vegetation. Mpumalanga’s capital, 
Mbombela (formerly known as Nelspruit), 
nestles in these beautiful surroundings. 
On the outskirts of this small city, you’ll 
� nd modernised industrial zones re� ecting 
a rapidly growing economy. Modern 
shopping malls, good infrastructure and 
a wealth of accommodation options add 
to the attraction of the city. The city is 
well known for its sub-tropical fruit such 
as mangoes, avocados, litchis and bananas 
and in the spring, the scent of orange tree 
blossoms permeates the area. 

EASY LIVING
The residents of Mbombela enjoy access 
to every facility needed, but the city has 
retained its small-town atmosphere and 
laidback vibes, explains Linda Grimbeek, 
long-time resident and chief operations 
of� cer of the Kruger Lowveld Chamber 
of Business and Tourism. 

“We have everything we need in a small 
area. There are good schools, shopping 
facilities, modern hospitals and a wide 
range of businesses. But there is still a  

 In the Mpumalanga Lowveld, the 
provincial capital of Mbombela is 

one of the country’s fastest growing 
cities. Boasting beautiful sub-tropical 
vegetation, close proximity to tourist 
attractions and increasing economic 

opportunities, this city holds huge 
appeal for both residents and visitors. 

By Dale Hes

    LA VILLA VITA BOUTIQUE HOTEL: From R1 610 per night, www.villavitanelspruit.com

    HUMMINGBIRD’S NEST GUESTHOUSE: From R600 per night, www.birdsnest.co.za

    BIRDS BABBLE SELF-CATERING: From R1 489 per night, www.birdsbabble.co.za
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KNOW YOUR TOWN

peaceful atmosphere and a strong sense of 
community,” says Grimbeek. 

The city is the seat of both the 
Mbombela Local Municipality and the 
provincial legislature. While many areas 
of the 6 000km2 municipality still have 
high levels of unemployment and poverty, 
Grimbeek says that there have been some 
encouraging improvements in the running of 
the municipality. 

“We have seen a good recovery in the 
economic situation of the municipality in 
recent years as well as many improvements.”

PURSUING EXCELLENCE
Mbombela’s vision is to be a 
“City of Excellence, the 
Ultimate Destination”. 
Municipal spokesperson 
Joseph Ngala says that 
the city is steadily moving 
towards this goal.

“In order to maintain 
a high level of service, the 
municipality adopted a set of 
values to guide the behaviour of all 
people towards the achievement of 
the mission and ultimately, the vision 
of the municipality. The values seek 
to develop a culture that informs both the 
administrative and the political components 
to achieve the municipality’s vision.”

ADVENTURE AND 
ATTRACTIONS AWAIT
Mbombela is a gateway to the Lowveld’s 
many adventure attractions and the 
world-famous Kruger National Park. 
In the far north of the municipality, the 
town of Hazyview is arguably South 
Africa’s adventure capital. There are 
more than 100 adventure activities on 
offer here, from white-water rafting and 
abseiling to elephant-back safaris and 
everything in between. 

In the far west of the municipality, the 
small town of Barberton holds plenty 
of historical signi� cance, being the site 

of one of the country’s � rst gold 
rushes. The recently established 

Barberton Makhonjwa 
Geotrail showcases some 
of the oldest geology in the 
world up in the mountains 
above the village. 
The municipality’s various 

nature reserves, particularly 
the Lowveld National Botanical 

Gardens along the Crocodile River, 
which contains over 500 indigenous plant 
species, will delight and satisfy nature-
lovers during a visit to the city. The city 
is just a 45-minute drive away from the 
Kruger National Park and the beaches 
of Mozambique can be easily reached 

 Joseph 
Ngala

   The Orange Restaurant o� ers 
modern gourmet cuisine. 
www.eatatorange.co.za

   Zest Restaurant @ Kavinga 
Guesthouse serves up classy 
country food. www.facebook.
com/zest.restaurant.fi ne.wines

   The Jock Pub and Grill is 
popular for tasty pub food. 
www.jockpubandgrill.co.za

WHERE TO EAT

DID YOU KNOW? 
•   Formerly known as Nelspruit, the city was renamed Mbombela in October 2009.

•   Mbombela is a Siswati word meaning “a lot of people together in a small space”.

•    Mbombela is very hot and humid in summer and has cool winters.

•   Languages spoken in the area include Siswati, English, Xhonga and Afrikaans.

•   The city houses the University of Mpumalanga, established in 2014, as well as a TVET college, while the 
Lowveld Agricultural College is housed just outside of the city itself.

Source: www.mbombela.gov.za

after a few hours of driving. With the 
establishment of the Kruger Mpumalanga 
International Airport a decade ago, tourists 
can now � y in to Mbombela from almost 
anywhere in South Africa.  ▪

Kruger National Park
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Mbombela 
Local Municipality

BUSHBUCKRIDGE

THABA CHWEU

CITY OF MBOMBELA

NKOMAZI

ESTABLISHED: 1884 
Capital of the Mpumalanga province 
and seat of the provincial legislature

VISION STATEMENT: City of Excellence, The Ultimate Destination

HOUSEHOLDS:
180 000

EXECUTIVE MAYOR: 
Sibusiso Mathonsi

AVERAGE MAXIMUM 
ANNUAL TEMPERATURE 

LANGUAGES

POPULATION: 
± 696 000 

AREA: 
5 964 km2

45 WARDS IN 4 REGIONS
MAIN TOWNS: 
Mbombela
Kanyamazane
White River
Hazyview 
Barberton

BUDGET SUMMARY FOR 2017/18: 
R3.2-billion spent. 
TOTAL ASSETS: 
R8.6-billion

71%: Percentage of operational targets 
met in 2017/18
15.4%: Percentage contribution to 
Mpumalanga’s economy

KEY ECONOMIC SECTORS: 

26.8°C

Afrikaans
7%

SiSwati
78%

Trade 13.40%

Government services 16.40%

Manufacturing 17.80%

Governance  and business 21.40%

English
5%

Xitsonga
4%

Other
6%

KNOW YOUR TOWN
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